Helping Newcomers Settle in Canada

Access to Services is Crucial

The recent dispersal of newcomers to the suburbs, during a period of major economic restructuring, financial cutbacks and federal downloading, poses particular challenges to immigrant settlement and integration.

A Better Shared Understanding

Bringing together a multidisciplinary team of researchers, policy makers and practitioners, A Geomatics Approach to Immigrant Settlement Services, a GEOIDE NCE project, explores the relationship between settlement needs and settlement service provisions in Canada’s cities.

The Cost of Not Acting

Canada relies on immigrants to sustain growth. But without an understanding of the complexities of providing adequate and equitable access to services, Canada cannot effectively formulate policies that will ensure the successful integration of immigrants into Canadian society.

Real-World Solutions to Real-World Challenges

Real-world challenges demand different angles, different approaches, and different attitudes. Interdisciplinary and collaborative, York University research delivers relevant insights and meaningful solutions that address today’s complex social issues.
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